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Glacier acceleration 
widespread, but variable. 
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Moon et al., 2012 



IPCC Caveats 
The ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland could 

raise sea level greatly. Central parts of these ice 
sheets have been observed to change only 
slowly, but near the coast rapid changes over 
quite large areas have been observed. In these 
areas, uncertainties about glacier basal 
conditions, ice deformation and interactions 
with the surrounding ocean seriously limit 
the ability to make accurate projections.  



Ice Ocean Primer 
 

Outlet Glacier Termini 



Terminus, South Branch, Jakobshavn Isbrae, May 25, 2013 



Speedup vs. Terminus Retreat 
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Column integrated pressure difference across face yields 
a net force (pull), F on the glacier, which is distributed 
longitudinally upstream. 
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Basal traction at bed near terminus must accommodate 
both terminus and driving stress. 
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τ d = ρicegH
dz
dt

Basal Traction  
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Speed ~ (Basal Traction)n 

Small changes in traction lead to large changes in speed. 
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Ice must speed up to produce more basal traction  

F~H2 

Terminus or Grounding Line Retreat 
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Outlet	  Glaciers	  



Jakobshavn Isbrae  
Flow speed through time from ERS, 
LandSAT, RADARSAT, and TerraSAR-X. 
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Time lapse video courtesy of M. 
Truffer & M. Fahnestock 



Terminus controls speed,  
     but what controls the terminus extent? 



Cold Cavities 
Warm Cavities 

Ice-Ocean Interaction Near Outlet Glacier Termini 



Ice Mélange 
 



Jakobshavn Isbrae, Greenland 

Mélange occupies area of former ice tongue  





Analysis of the force balance 
for a calving iceberg suggests 
relatively small force from 
melange can suppress calving. 



Ocean-Induced Melt 



150-600m mean water temperature 

Melting may have played a major role 
when there was a floating tongue.  



Warm Water Making its way into Fjords, Promoting Large Melt Rates.  



Challenges 
•  Multiple correlated forcings (melt, melange, 

water filled crevasses etc). 
•  Ice dynamics and other feedbacks.  
•  Logistically difficult access. 
•  Bed and fjord geometry. 
•  … 



Simulations of Thwaites Grounding Line Retreat 



Instrumenting fjords to make much needed measurements both difficult and dangerous! 



Summary	  
•  Glaciers and ice sheets sensitive to ice-ocean interaction as nearby waters 
warm.  
•  Tidewater glaciers speedup as terminus recedes and such retreat 

appears to be linked to warmer water.  
•  Less clear which processes involving warmer water 

•  Mélange role in supressing calving. 
•  Role of melting on fast calving. 
•  Other processes (e.g., warmer air temps and surface melt). 


